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ABSTRACT

This paper describes an end-to-end audio-to-symbolic singing tran-
scription method for mixtures of vocal and accompaniment parts.
Given audio signals with non-aligned melody scores, we aim to
train a recurrent neural network that takes as input a magnitude
spectrogram and outputs a sequence of melody notes represented
by pairs of pitches and note values (durations). A promising ap-
proach to such sequence-to-sequence learning (joint input-to-output
alignment and mapping) is to use an encoder-decoder model with
an attention mechanism. This approach, however, cannot be used
straightforwardly for singing transcription because a note-level de-
coder fails to estimate note values from latent representations ob-
tained by a frame-level encoder that is good at extracting instanta-
neous features, but poor at extracting temporal features. To solve
this problem, we focus on tatums instead of notes as output units
and propose a tatum-level decoder that sequentially outputs tatum-
level score segments represented by note pitches, note onset frags,
and beat and downbeat flags. We then propose a beat-synchronous
attention mechanism constrained in order to monotonically align
tatum-level scores with input audio signals with a steady incre-
ment. The experimental results showed that the proposed method
can be trained successfully from non-aligned data thanks to the
beat-synchronous attention mechanism.

Index Terms— Automatic singing transcription, end-to-end learn-
ing, sequence-to-sequence learning, encoder-decoder recurrent neu-
ral networks, attention mechanism

1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic singing transcription (AST), i.e., estimating a sequence
of musical notes corresponding to a sung melody from a music au-
dio signal, is a challenging task that generally consists of multi-
ple sequential sub-tasks. Singing voice separation [1, 2] and vocal
F0 estimation (a.k.a. melody extraction) [3–6] are used for estimat-
ing an F0 trajectory of singing voice, which is then quantized in
the frequency and temporal directions to estimate the pitches, onset
times, and durations of notes by using note-tracking methods [7–10]
and rhythm transcription methods [11, 12]. This cascading process,
however, suffers from the error propagation problem.

Since AST is a typical sequence-to-sequence task that maps a
sequence of acoustic features to a sequence of musical note sym-
bols, the end-to-end approach based on a neural encoder-decoder
model with an attention mechanism is considered to be promis-
ing in theory. In general, an encoder is used for converting an in-
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Figure 1: The proposed neural encoder-decoder model with a beat-
synchronous attention mechanism for end-to-end singing transcrip-
tion. DB = ‘downbeat’. New loss functions for the centroids of at-
tention weights are introduced to align them with equally-spanned
beat times.

put sequence into a sequence of latent representations of the same
length. A decoder is then used for sequentially predicting an output
sequence of an appropriate length from the latent sequence while
associating each output symbol with input symbols (frames) in the
attention mechanism. While this approach has been investigated in-
tensively and made a big success in machine translation [13,14] and
automatic speech recognition (AST) [15–17], only a few attempts
have been conducted for automatic music transcription [18].

If we limit our focus to monophonic music transcription, the
fundamental difficulty of attention-based AST lies in estimation of
temporal information of musical notes (metrical positions of note
onsets and note values). Previously, a standard attention-based model
consisting of a frame-level encoder and a note-level decoder was
used for AST [18]. This model was found to be able to estimate
note pitches, but often failed to estimate note values. This is be-
cause that the encoder is good at extracting instantaneous features
(pitch and timbral information) from an input sequence, but poor
at extracting temporal features (duration information). Even long
short-term memory networks (LSTMs) cannot propagate temporal
information through several tens or hundreds of frames that a note
duration would have.

To solve this problem, we consider tatums (16th-note-level beat
times) as output symbols instead of musical notes and propose a
new attention-based model consisting of two frame-level encoders
followed by a tatum-level decoder (Fig. 1). The two encoders inde-
pendently extract latent representations about notes and beats from
singing signals (assumed to be separated in advance) and music sig-
nals, respectively. These representations are used jointly for cal-
culating the attention weights for an output symbol at each step.
The decoder sequentially predicts output symbols, i.e., tatum-level
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score segments consisting of note pitches, note onset flags, and beat
and downbeat flags. This architecture is thus considered to be able
to make pitch- and beat-aware accurate input-output alignment by
leveraging the metrical structures of notes and beats.

We further propose a beat-synchronous attention mechanism
that imposes constraints on the attention weights in terms of mono-
tonicity and regularity. Since popular songs typically have steady
tempo and regular beats, these constraints guide together the at-
tention centroids of output symbols to line up in ascending order
with an almost equal interval. Conventional methods implement the
monotonicity constraint by modifying network architectures [19] or
designing a special architecture of calculating attention weights [20],
whereas we implement both monotonicity and regularity constraints
in the loss functions that are minimized jointly with the cross-entropy
loss for output symbols.

The main contribution of this paper is to propose a new atten-
tion model with a tatum-level decoder for popular music having reg-
ular metrical structure. Our model can jointly perform note estima-
tion with beat and downbeat tracking in a unified framework. We
experimentally investigate the effectiveness of the monotonicity and
regularity constraints.

2. RELATED WORK

This section reviews related work on automatic music transcription.

2.1. Piano-roll estimation
Many studies have attempted to estimate a piano-roll representa-
tion in which pitches are quantized in semitones but onset times
and durations are not quantized and are represented in seconds (or
frame indices) [7–10, 21, 22]. The piano-roll estimation for singing
voice is usually performed by note tracking (i.e., pitch quantization
and note region detection) for F0 trajectories estimated in advance.
Note tracking methods are usually based on hand-crafted rules and
filters [7, 8] or hidden Markov model (HMM) [9, 10]. Some note
tracking methods for other musical instruments (e.g., piano) directly
deal with not F0s but spectrograms because pitches of the instru-
ments are stabler and onset times are clearer than those of singing
voice. Spectrogram factorization techniques like probabilistic la-
tent component analysis (PLCA) [21] are employed to estimate dis-
crete pitches of each time frame, followed by note tracking based on
HMMs. Hawthorne et al. [22] proposed a method based on LSTMs
that estimate semitone-level pitches and onset frames directly from
an input spectrogram.

2.2. Musical score transcription
There are several attempts to estimate not a piano roll but a com-
plete score [12,18,23–28]. Nakamura et al. [12] proposed a rhythm
transcription method based on a metrical HMM [23, 24] that takes
the piano-roll representation including performance fluctuations in
the time direction and outputs quantized onset times and note values
in tatums. Nishikimi et al. [25] and Nakamura et al. [26] formulated
hidden semi-Markov models (HSMMs) that quantize an F0 tra-
jectory of singing voice to estimate semitone-level pitches, tatum-
level onset times, and note values by using beat times estimated
in advance. End-to-end approaches to audio-to-score transcription
based on deep neural networks (DNNs) have recently been studied.
Carvalho et al. [27] proposed a method based on the sequence-to-
sequence model [29] that estimates the symbols of Lilypond for-
mat [30] from features extracted from an audio signal of synthe-
sized piano sound by using a one-dimensional convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN). Román et al. [28] proposed a method based

on connectionist temporal classification (CTC) [31] that estimates
the sequence of music symbols such as keys, pitches, note values,
and time signatures from the magnitude spectrograms of synthe-
sized piano signals. Nishikimi et al. [18] estimated a sequence of
pitches and note values from an isolated solo singing voice based
on an encoder-decoder model with a weakly-supervised attention
mechanism. The mechanism guides the attention weights into ideal
values by using ground-truth onset times of musical notes and en-
ables the model to estimate pitches and note values correctly from
vague onset times of singing voice. One difference between the
proposed method and the conventional one [18] is the joint estima-
tion of notes (pitches and onsets) and metrical structure (beats and
downbeats). Another difference lies in the new loss functions based
on the unsupervised constraints of attention weights.

3. PROPOSED METHOD

The proposed method of AST is based on an encoder-decoder model
with an attention mechanism (Fig. 1). The proposed model has two
encoders that take as inputs singing and mixture spectrograms, re-
spectively, and output latent vectors for each frame. These latent
vectors are then input to a decoder with a beat-synchronous atten-
tion mechanism to output tatum-level score segments.

3.1. Problem specification

The input is a music audio signal and the output is a symbolic score
of the vocal part. Let T , F , and N be the number of time frames,
that of frequency bins, and that of the 16th-note-level time indices,
respectively. The inputs for the proposed network are the mel-scale
spectrogram of an isolated singing voice Xiso = [xiso

1 , . . . ,xiso
T ] ∈

RF×T
+ and that of a mixture of singing voice and accompaniment

Xmix = [xmix
1 , . . . ,xmix

T ] ∈ RF×T
+ , where xiso

t and xmix
t indicate

the mel-scale spectra at frame t of isolated and mixture signals. The
isolated singing voice Xiso is used as an input to simplify the prob-
lem because it is difficult to directly estimate the pitch and onset flag
from the mixture signal that includes accompaniment sounds. The
output of the network is a sequence of symbols Y = [y1, . . . , yN ].
Each symbol yn = (pn, on, bn, dn)n consists of four symbols:
a semitone-level pitch pn ∈ {1, . . . ,K, ⟨sos⟩, ⟨eos⟩} = V p,
where K represents the size of the pitch vocabulary (including the
rest), an onset flag on ∈ {0, 1, ⟨sos⟩, ⟨eos⟩} = V o, a beat flag
bn ∈ {0, 1, ⟨sos⟩, ⟨eos⟩} = V b, and a downbeat flag dn ∈
{0, 1, ⟨sos⟩, ⟨eos⟩} = V d. We can reconstruct a score from
the information contained in Y. The special elements, ⟨sos⟩ and
⟨eos⟩, in the vocabulary of each symbol represent the start and end
of an output sequence.

3.2. Frame-level encoders

The proposed model has two encoders for Xiso and Xmix. The
encoders transform the spectrograms into sequences of intermedi-
ate representation vectors Hiso = [hiso

1 , . . . ,hiso
T ] ∈ RE×T and

Hmix = [hmix
1 , . . . ,hmix

T ] ∈ RE×T , where E is the dimension of
the intermediate representation vectors. Since the length of the in-
put spectrogram is variable, we use as each of the encoders a recur-
rent neural network (RNN), specifically a multi-layer bidirectional
LSTM network.

3.3. Tatum-level decoder with an attention mechanism

The decoder predicts a sequence Y from the latent vectors H =
h1:T ∈ R2E×T , where ht is a concatenation of the intermediate
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vectors hiso
t and hmix

t . The decoder consists of a unidirectional
LSTM and is defined as follows:

αn = Attend(sn−1,αn−1,H), (1)

gn =

T∑
t=1

αntht, (2)

yn = Generate(sn−1,gn), (3)
sn = Recurrency(sn−1,gn, yn), (4)

where αn ∈ RT is a set of attention weights, sn ∈ RD denotes the
n-th hidden state of the decoder, and the functions Attend, Generate,
and Recurrency are explained in the following .

(1) and (2) represent the attention mechanism. αn ∈ RT is a
vector of normalized probabilities representing the degrees of rele-
vance between the latent vectors H and each hidden state sn. Each
element of αn is calculated as follows:

αnt =
exp(ent)∑T

t′=1 exp(ent′)
, (5)

ent = Score(sn−1,ht,αn−1), (6)

where Score is a function that calculates a raw weight. We calculate
a shared matrix of attention weightsα = α1:N ∈ RN×T from Hiso

and Hmix so that the attention mechanism can put emphasis on the
intermediate representations that are important in terms of both note
and beat structures. We use as the Score function a convolutional
function [15] given by

fn = F ∗αn−1, (7)

ent = w⊤ tanh (Wsn−1 +Vht +Ufnt + b) , (8)

where “∗” means the 1-dimensional convolution operation, F ∈
RC×I is a set of convolution kernels, fn ∈ RC×T is the result of
the convolution, and C and I indicate the number of kernels and
the size of each kernel. w ∈ RA is a weight vector, W ∈ RA×D ,
V ∈ RA×2E , and U ∈ RA×C are weight matrices, b ∈ RA is a
bias vector, and A is the number of rows of W, V, and U, as well
as the number of elements of b.

Let giso
n = [gn1, . . . , gnE ]

⊤ and gmix
n = [gn,E+1, . . . , gn,2E ]

⊤

denote the parts of gn calculated from hiso and hmix in (2). The
generation process of yn in (3) is given by

ϕ(n) = softmax
(
Ppsn−1 +Qpgiso

n + bp
)
, (9)

pn = argmax
p∈V p

(
ϕ(n)
p

)
, (10)

ψ(n) = softmax
(
Posn−1 +Qogiso

n + bo
)
, (11)

on = argmax
o∈V o

(
ψ(n)

o

)
, (12)

η(n) = softmax
(
Pbsn−1 +Qbgmix

n + bb
)
, (13)

bn = argmax
b∈V b

(
η
(n)
b

)
, (14)

ξ(n) = softmax
(
Pdsn−1 +Qdgmix

n + bd
)
, (15)

dn = argmax
d∈V d

(
ξ
(n)
d

)
, (16)

where P⋆ ∈ R|V ⋆|×D , Q⋆ ∈ R|V ⋆|×E are weight matrices, and
b⋆ ∈ R|V ⋆| is a bias parameter. Here, “⋆” represents “p” (pitch),
“o” (onset), “b” (beat), or “d” (downbeat). Note that giso

n is used

for estimating the pitches and onsets that are components of musical
notes of a sung melody and gmix

n is used for estimating the beats and
downbeats from the percussive sounds in the mixture sound.

(4) represents the recursive calculation of the next state sn. We
adopt the teacher forcing for training. In short, the concatenation of
one-hot vectors separately converted from the ground-truth pitch,
onset, beat, and downbeat is used as yn. The proposed model is
optimized by minimizing the sum of the cross entropies for the el-
ements of each yn and the additional losses described in the next
subsection. In the inference phase, the output symbols obtained by
(10), (12), (14), and (16) at the previous step are converted into one-
hot vectors and used for the concatenation of the one-hot vectors
for predicting the current symbol. This recursive process is stopped
when the output sequence reaches a predefined maximum length or
when ⟨eos⟩ symbol is generated as pn, on, bn, or dn.

3.4. Loss functions for attention weights
We introduce new loss functions for the attention weights α1:N ∈
RN×T to satisfy the monotonicity and regularity constraints men-
tioned in Section 1. In appropriate input-output alignment, the at-
tention weights of eachαn are known to be biased toward a narrow
region in the time axis. As a representative point of each αn, we
use the centroid given by

cn =

T∑
t=1

t · αnt. (17)

The loss function regarding monotonicity is given by

Lmono =
1

N − 1

N−1∑
n=1

ReLU (−∆cn) , (18)

where ∆cn = cn+1 − cn is the difference of the consecutive cen-
troids, and ReLU is a rectified linear function given by ReLU (x) =
max (0, x). (18) prevents the order of the centroids from being re-
versed by imposing the positive cost only if the order of adjacent
centroids is reversed.

The loss function regarding regularity is given by

Lreg =
1

N − 2

N−2∑
n=1

|∆cn+1 −∆cn|2 . (19)

This function makes the centroids be arranged at almost equal in-
tervals that do not suddenly change over time.

4. EVALUATION

This section reports the results of comparative evaluations on the
performance of the proposed method.

4.1. Data
To evaluate our model, we used 54 popular songs with reliable an-
notations from the RWC Music Database [32]. We split the input
audio signals and the corresponding tatum-level scores into seg-
ments of 8 secs with an overlap of 1 sec. When we generated the
tatum-level scores and split them, we referred to the annotated musi-
cal scores and beat times [33]. If the tatum crossed the start bound-
ary of the segment, the tatum was removed from the segment. The
tatum crossing the end boundary of the segment remained in the
segment. We did not use segments including only rests.

All songs were sampled at 44.1 kHz, and we used a short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) with a Hann window of 2048 points and
a shifting interval of 441 points (10 ms) for calculating magnitude
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Table 1: Error rates [%] in tatum and note levels.
Method Attention loss Tatum-level error rate Note-level error rate [12]

Mono. Reg. ET
p ET

o ET
b ET

d ET
a EN

p EN
m EN

e EN
on EN

off

Proposed ✓ ✓ 67.5 29.4 15.7 18.1 77.2 19.5 43.7 67.5 61.1 48.8
✓ 42.6 26.0 16.4 18.8 58.2 20.1 20.9 42.2 55.8 42.0

34.6 22.5 15.4 17.8 48.3 18.3 11.4 31.7 46.3 34.1

Majority-vote n/a n/a 34.8 25.1 n/a n/a n/a 20.4 11.3 51.3 55.5 51.7

spectrograms, which were normalized to make the maximum value
equal to 1, followed by the calculation of the mel-scale spectro-
grams with 229 channels. The mel-scale spectrograms of training
data were standardized for each frequency bin, and the mel-scale
specgtrograms of evaluation data were standardized for each fre-
quency bin by using means and standard deviations calculated from
the training data.

4.2. Setup
The vocabulary of pitches consisted of rest, 40 semitone-level pitches
from E2 to G5 (K = 41), and the special elements ⟨sos⟩ and
⟨eos⟩. The pitch vocabulary covered pitches contained in both the
train and test data. We assumed that an input sung melody can be
represented as a monophonic sequence of musical notes.

Each encoder consisted of a three-layer bidirectional LSTM
with 100 × 2 cells with the dropout rate of 0.2. The decoder con-
sisted of one-layer LSTM with 100 cells. A padding size and a
stride of convolution in the attention mechanism were set to 50 and
1, respectively, and the parameters were C = 10, I = A = 100.
Adam [34] was used to optimize the parameters of the proposed
model, and a weight decay (L2 regularization) with a controllable
hyperparameter 10−5 and a gradient clipping with a threshold of 5.0
were applied for training. All weight parameters of fully-connected
layers were initialized with random values drawn from the uniform
distribution U(−0.1,−0.1), and all bias parameters were initialized
with zeros. The kernels of the CNN in the attention mechanism and
the weight parameters of the encoder and decoder were initialized
by He’s method [35]. The maximum lengths in the inference phase
was set to 200. The batch size and the number of epochs were 150
and 100, respectively. PyTorch v1.0.1 was used for implementation.

4.3. Metrics
The performance of tatum-level transcription was measured using
tatum-level error rate defined as:

NS +ND +NI

N
× 100 [%], (20)

where the numerator represents the Levenshtein distance between
the ground-truth and prediced scores: NS ,ND , andNI are the min-
imum number of substitutions, deletions, and insertions required to
change the predicted sequence into the ground-truth N is the num-
ber of tatums in the ground-truth. We used the error rate for evalu-
ating each of a pitch ET

p , an onset flag ET
o , a beat flag ET

b , and a
downbeat flag ET

d and all of them ET
a .

To measure the note-level performance, we used the metrics
proposed in [12] that calculate the following five values: pitch error
rateEN

p , missing note error rateEN
m, extra note rateEN

e , onset-time
error rateEN

on, and offset-time error rateEN
off . In constructing of the

score from the predicted symbols, we applied the following rules:

1. If pn−1 ̸= pn, then the (n−1)-th and n-th tatums are in-
cluded in different notes.

2. If pn−1 = pn and on = 1, then the (n−1)-th and n-th
tatums are included in different notes having the same pitch.

3. If pn−1 = pn and on = 0, then the (n−1)-th and n-th
tatums are included in the same note.

Note that the note-level metrics do not take into account rests, beats
and downbeats. We used the parameters that minimize an epoch
average of ET

p calculated using some of the evaluation data.

4.4. Results

Experimental results in Table 1 showed that both tatum- and note-
level error rates became worse by using the proposed loss functions
for attention weights. The reason for this result is that the constraint
of the loss functions is too strong to prevent the attention mecha-
nism from finding appropriate position in the input sequence. In the
early stages of training, the centroids usually line up at the roughly
same positions, and Lmono and Lreg are almost zero. The centroids
cannot escape from the initial positions because the values of Lmono

and Lreg increase when the centroids change.
We also compared the proposed method to the majority-vote

method used in [25] using ground-truth F0 trajectory with voice ac-
tivity detection and tatum times. A boundary of pitch changes was
regarded as note onset positions and the successive tatums having
the same pitch were included in one note. Since the method does
not estimate beats and downbeats,ET

b ,ET
d , andET

a are not used. In
most metrics, the proposed method without the attention losses at-
tained better error rates than the majority-vote method. Especially,
we obtained an improvement on EN

e .

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the method for musical note transcription of
a sung melody based on the encoder-decoder model with the beat-
synchronous attention mechanism. We extended the standard encoder-
decoder model to simultaneously predict a pitch, an onset flag, a
beat flag, and a downbeat flag that are needed to construct a musical
score. We also proposed the loss functions to induce the attention
weights to have proper structure. We experimentally investigated
whether those loss functions are effective or not.

For future work, we can incorporate other tasks of music analy-
sis in the proposed model. We can integrate a model for separating
isolated singing voice from an audio mixture, which are separately
fed to the proposed model. Owing to the tatum-level representation
of output symbols, other symbols (e.g., chords) in musical score can
be easily added into the output of the proposed method. These inte-
grations would improve the transcription accuracy and facilitate the
simultaneous analysis of music.
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